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Abstract   

Digital is the new normal today, the digitally transformation allowing step by step a closer connection with 

customers, and accordingly answer to the new requirements of the supply chain management. The rules of 

engagement are changed by the digital lives of customers, the digital leaders creating value across physical/digital 

products, services, and experience. Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) is proving a more devoted personal attention 

and a more directly involvement in digital initiatives, the leading marketers wanting greater levels of integration in 

their digital marketing suite, and embracing new social and mobile location-based tactics. Digital customer 

engagement became a top strategic priority, followed closely by the digital innovation of products, operating 

models, or business models. As  customers expect seamless integration of digital and analog channels, in today 

omnichannel world, it is necessary to understand that seamless internal integration should be the end goal. There is 

no doubt that few business functions have been as profoundly disrupted by digitization as marketing, which is 

challenged to offer something for each of the customers within the context of a more company’s interactivity with 

more empowered customers, while facing particular challenges. 
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Steps and Obstacles to Digital Transformation on the Way to Digital Maturity, Turning 

Technology into Transformation 

 

In Holistic Marketing Management, Volume 4, Issue 2, Year 2014, (Negricea & 

Purcarea, 2014) we argued that the fierce competition forces firms to exploit digital technologies, 

to focus on market imperatives and to demonstrate a deep commitment to these digital 

empowered intelligent customers that disrupts every industry. There is no doubt that companies 

that master relevant data flow and improve the performance of employees who are at the 

forefront in dealing with customers have an advantage, on the background of the ongoing battle 

to acquire new customers, retain existing customers and improve customer loyalty and 

satisfaction, create consistent, relevant and positive experiences across marketing channels. 

Within the new digital business context, we were drawing a parallel with the pillars of the 

shopping experience and even identified pillars of experience of the “shopper” of knowledge 

necessary to address “the digital”, managing to point a link to one top of the challenges for 

digital marketing, beginning with measurements , analysis and ROI of digital marketing 

programs, and the need to unify and integrate in the “digital” and with what is “traditional” (not 
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forgetting taking into account that mobile is quickly becoming primary choice for customer 

engagement, the front line for customer experience). 

According to Sandeep Raut (Director for BI & Analytics in Syntel), Digital is the new 

normal today as companies are forced to quickly adapt (a make-or-break proposition) to Digital 

Transformation (using Social Media, Mobility, Big Data Analytics & Cloud), and quickly deliver 

digitally instrumented products or services. (Raut, 2014) This digitally transformation allows 

step by step a closer connection with customers, speeding up the pace of innovation and to 

rapidly optimizing the value chain, so as to answer accordingly to the new requirements of the 

supply chain management. Raut underlined that the rules of engagement are changed by the 

digital lives of customers, and gave examples of companies (such as Nike and Burberry) which 

became digital leaders by creating value across physical/digital products, services, and 

experience (moving from their initial status of providers of traditional consumer goods). In the 

same time he took a look a MIT Sloan Management Review article referring to 3 pillars and 9 

building blocks for Digital Transformation. 

But before analyzing this MIT Sloan Management Review article (January 07, 2014) 

allow as to make reference to two other articles (written by the same author, Michael Fitzgerald, 

starting with just a year ago) from the same reputable review: “Eight Steps to Digital 

Transformation”, August 02, 2013, (Fitzgerald, 2013) and “The Nine Obstacles to Digital 

Transformation”, October 17, 2013. (Fitzgerald, 2013) In the first one, started from the fact that 

getting real transformation from technology involves taking both management skills and 

technology chops, and highlighted the following points of a wide-ranging discussion between 

distinguished representatives of well-known companies (Intel, Zipcar, Capgemini Consulting) 

and Andy McAfee of MIT’s Center for Digital Business: See beyond the hype (beyond the 

beginning of this next generation of computing: mobile, social media, analytics and embedded 

sensors and cloud computing); Technologies don’t change companies, companies change 

companies (the way that you actually put it all together is really transformative);  Find well-

spoken technologists (avoiding inertia and the complacency by keeping scanning the technology 

landscape and explaining it to the rest of the management team);  Don’t throw up your hands 

(choosing wisely what to do with the new technologies); Experiment (being cheap to run a pilot 

or a test, and get feedback with most new technologies);  Swarm (the work style of the future, 

according to Intel, is by sending a “swarm” of people to work on different functions, and after 

the project is finished, to disband and go work on another project). The second quoted article 

started from the fact that companies envision a better bottom line by investing billions in 

technology (seen as a way to transform operations, customer relationships, or build new business 

models), but are vexed by the digital transformation in practice. The author of the article (also 

first author of the Research Report) referred to the Research Report 2013 of MIT Sloan 

Management Review in collaboration with Capgemini Consulting (“Embracing Digital 

Technology: A New Strategic Imperative” - Fitzgerald et all., 2013), which underlined nine 

nightmares: Lack of urgency; Lack of vision; Unaligned management; Bad attitudes; Old 

technology; The pace of change; Internal politics; Measuring; Lack of incentives. Let’s show two 

http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/video-what-digital-transformation-means-for-business/
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other key findings from the Research Report: achieving digital transformation will become 

critical to their organizations within the next two years - 78% of respondents; where CEOs have 

shared their vision (a mere 36% of CEOs have shared such a vision) for digital transformation, 

93% of employees feel that it is the right thing for the organization. The Research Report 

concluded: “… CEO and senior leadership must develop a vision to articulate to the staff, create 

a road map and commit to it, and then rally the organization with measurable goals and 

incentives to reach them. Digital transformation needs to come from the top…. Companies 

should take small steps, via pilots and skunkworks, and invest in the ones that work…” 

Coming back to the first mentioned MIT Sloan Management Review article from January 

07, 2014 – “The Nine Elements of Digital Transformation” (Westerman, Bonnet and McAfee, 

2014) – it is worth to underline that the authors interviewed 157 executives in 50 companies to 

find out where to look for “digital transformation” (seen as the use of technology to radically 

improve performance or reach of enterprises) opportunities, and expressed their opinion that the 

best companies (called “Digirati”) combine digital activity with strong leadership to turn 

technology into transformation (this being called “Digital Maturity”). They revealed a set of 

building blocks for digital transformation consisting from three pillars (1. Customer experience: 

Improve Customer Understanding with Analytics – customer behavior, segmentation; Enhance 

Top-Line Growth with digital products like smart Phone, iPads, real time predictive marketing; 

Digitized Customer Touch Points – Social media to answer complaints, self service via Apps, 

increased multi-channel usage; 2. Operational processes: Process Digitization with automation, 

adding new features; Staff Enablement with virtualization of work space working anytime, 

anywhere; Performance Management decision making based on data with deeper insights into 

Customers, Products, Regions ; 3. Business models: Digitally Modified Businesses – augment 

physical with digital offerings, share contents across organization; Introduce New Digital 

Businesses, as Nike introduced fuel bands, (nike.com, 2014) by using movement sensors many 

daily activities are now measured and taken into account, adding to your total daily point total 

(store.apple.com, 2012); Digital Globalization – use of Global shared services to promote 

efficiency, from multi-national to global presence),  each of these three pillars having three 

different changing elements. The authors also explain that in order to move forward in the 

manner that they believe is right for their organizations, executives are selecting among these 

mentioned building blocks, no studied company transforming all nine areas at once.  

 

Chief Marketing Officer (CMO), a more devoted personal attention and a more directly 

involvement in digital initiatives in 2014 

 

There is no doubt that we are billions of navigators in this digital world, defined by our 

complex choices and our distinct ways of working and even getting comfort for what we think 

this digital world is and will be.(Purcarea, 2014) We have seen that: as businesses navigate 

further into the digital age, companies must make a first step toward bringing IT and marketing 

(needing greater access to analytics and data often exists in siloed databases with reporting or 
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business intelligence personnel acting as gatekeepers) together by understanding and 

acknowledging each department’s business goals, being recommended entering the Chief 

Marketing Technologist, as a bridge builder and an embedded tech expert, by providing insight 

on how marketing can make the most of existing and emerging technologies, and reporting to the 

Chief Marketing Officer (CMO), while CMO and CIO (Chief Information Officer) should share 

oversight equally (Galloway); in “The second economy”: “digitization is creating a second 

economy that’s vast, automatic, and invisible - thereby bringing the biggest change since the 

Industrial Revolution… with the digital transformation fewer of us in the future may have white-

collar business process jobs; the second economy (silently forming, vast, interconnected, and 

extraordinarily productive) is creating a new economic world and we must adapt (Arthur, 2011); 

according to “The State of Marketing 2013”, IBM’s Global Survey of Marketers, (Wright & 

Franks, 2013) the leading marketers want greater levels of integration in their digital marketing 

suite, and are embracing new social and mobile location-based tactics; in February 2014, there 

was a recommendation (The Open University, 2014) to think of the internet more as a market, 

and of the relationship between a business and a customer, like the relationship between a 

doctor and a patient.  

According to “The digital tipping point, McKinsey Global Survey results”, 

(McKinsey.com, 2014) June 2014 (an online survey in the field from April 8 to April 18, 2014; 

responses from 850 C-level executives representing the full range of regions, industries, and 

company sizes), digitization has become a critical asset in many companies’ quest for growth, 

building competitive advantage in an existing business or creating new business and tap new 

profit pools constituting the strategic intent of the executives behind their digital programs. Now 

than ever before, CEOs, CMOs, CFOs and other C-level executives are devoting more of their 

personal attention and are more directly involved in digital initiatives, even expecting (more than 

half of executives) that at least 15 percent of their companies’ growth in the next three years will 

be driven by digital, the largest share of their digital growth in the coming years coming from 

digital customer engagement (digital customer engagement being ranked as a top strategic 

priority) , followed closely by the digital innovation of products, operating models, or business 

models. Executives acknowledge that their companies are underinvesting in big data and 

analytics, and predict that big data will become a higher spending priority in three years’ time.  

Two principals and a Director and in McKinsey’s London office argued in May this year 

(Olanrewaju, Smaje and Willmott, 2014) that the foundation of any digital transformation is a 

healthy obsession with improving the customer experience, being very important to implement 

processes that enable companies to capture and learn from every customer interaction. And as 

customers expect seamless integration of digital and analog channels, in today omnichannel 

world, it is necessary to understand that seamless internal integration should be the end goal (the 

authors gave an example with Wal-Mart approach of turning its e-commerce business into a 

separate vertical with its own profit and loss, taking “ring fencing” – making sure that money 

intended for a particular purpose is not use for anything else (macmillandictionary.com, 2014) – 
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to the extreme). On the other hand, it is also important to focus on customer- or partner-facing 

initiatives, by optimizing optimizing back-office functions (the authors gave an example with 

Starbucks approach, one-third of the active IT projects in 2013 being devoted to improving 

efficiency and productivity away from the retail stores, and one-third focused on improving 

resilience and security). And as one Report (oracle.com, 2012) found that 89% of consumers 

began doing business with a competitor following a poor customer experience, it is also very 

important to know that customers are less accepting of bad experiences and expect the same 

frictionless experience in a retail store as they do when shopping online, and vice versa. The 

mentioned Report also showed that: consumers want personal and engaging experiences that 

develop into relationships; 79% percent of consumers who shared complaints about poor 

customer experience online had their complaints ignored; 50% of consumers give a brand only 

one week to respond to a question before they stop doing business with them; 86% of consumers 

will pay more for a better customer experience.  

Within this framework, allow us to highlight that Ikea, the home-furnishings retailer well-

known for its obsession with improving the customer experience, creates omnichannel shopping 

experience from favorite items in app, (Hamstra, 2014) the new app being unveiled in 

conjunction with the release of its 2015 catalog. The new mobile functionality allows users of the 

mobile catalog (focused on bathroom and bedroom furnishings, the theme being: “Where the 

Everyday Begins and Ends”) application: to save their favorite items as a shopping list to be used 

on the Web site or in-store; to create shopping lists compiled from multiple IKEA publications; 

to designate items as favorites with a “star” and then add those items to shopping lists (which can 

then be married to individual store locations so as to check in-stock levels or can be added to the 

checkout cart for online ordering; these lists cite both the regular price and the price customers 

would pay if they were members of the IKEA Family loyalty program). The posting of the 

catalog’s offerings is promoted by the home-furnishings retailer via various social media 

(including Pinterest, Facebook and Twitter) with the hashtag #IkeaCatalog, being usual for IKEA 

catalog app users: to gain access to extended content also by scanning designated pages of the 

printed catalog; to virtually place and view nearly 300 IKEA products in their own homes, 

thanks to an augmented reality “Place in Your Room” feature included in the extended content.  

Meeting customer needs in today world where physical and virtual environments are 

rapidly converging. Particular Challenges in Mastering Digital Marketing 

 In June 2014 eMarketer brought to us some interesting informations (eMarketer) from the 

well-developed UK market for retail ecommerce (showing the difference between digital 

shoppers and  digital buyers, and estimating that 93.0% of internet users in UK will be digital 

shoppers in 2014, while 88.0% will be digital buyers; total retail sales:13.0% in 2014, 17.6% by 

2018), underlining that according to a March 2014 study by Redshift Research (for marketing 

firm Sailthru): 60% of digital shoppers were frequenting their favorite online stores at least 

weekly (only 10% said they weren’t frequent digital shoppers); in-store remains a big hitter (90% 

of the respondents of a November 2013 study conducted by Ipsos MediaCT for the Institute of 

http://www.redshiftresearch.co.uk/
http://www.sailthru.com/
http://www.ipsos.com/mediact/
http://www.ipa.co.uk/
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Practitioners in Advertising, asked those 15 and older in Great Britain what they considered their 

primary shopping channel to be, cited a physical store), not just in terms of sales volumes, but 

also in terms of consumer sentiment, so being folly to ignore the high street, despite the fact that 

digital commerce is becoming big business in the UK.   

Indeed, on Jul 15, 2014, eMarketer reconfirmed (eMarketer) the fact that the physical 

store remains the primary shopping channel in the UK, in-store shopping being popular even 

among internet users, what is particularly true for seniors (but who are beginning to involve 

digital in at least some of their shopping considerations). eMarketer cited two 2014 reports: a 

March 2014 polling by Retail Week in association with British Telecom (BT) that revealed that 

54.6% of UK internet users ages 55 and over shopped mostly in-store, while 14.8% of over-54s 

said they researched online and then bought in-store, vs. 19.5% of 18- to 24-year-olds who did 

so; a January 2014 research by YouGov for VoucherCodes.co.uk found that seniors seemed 

much less encumbered by any concerns around online shopping, when it came to a direct 

comparison with millennials (ages 18 to 24).   

 As it is very important to also know how digital shoppers are finding your videos 

(knowing, for example, that YouTube is a godsend to marketers, and should be a part of every 

company’s marketing strategy), it is also worth to note that at the beginning of August this year, 

another important online publication, Target Marketing, cited Michael Rolfe, digital marketing 

executive of London-based digital marketing firm Koozai, who said: “YouTube Insight will tell 

you how people are finding your videos, and how many views certain search terms are bringing 

in. This may give you ideas on different words you can use to describe your content that better 

reflect what people are searching for, which can help you optimize your content and increase 

traffic.” (Dysart, 2014) The author of the cited article, Joe Dysart (an Internet speaker and 

business consultant based in New York) made also reference to Michael Miller (who wrote 

“YouTube for Business” – Miller, 2011), who recommends (because most people don’t expect 

overly slick production on a YouTube video) posting multiple marketing videos on YouTube to 

get higher on the radar of Google. And as Michael Miller argued: “YouTube is a terrific channel 

for generating direct sales for products and services. All you have to do is show the product in 

action or provide a clip of the service in question, and then ask for the sale by directing the 

viewer to your own website… Developing a YouTube marketing strategy is similar to developing 

any marketing strategy. You need to focus on your customer (audience), your message, your 

products/services/brand, and the other elements of your marketing mix. Everything has to work 

together to bring your chosen message to your chosen customer, and generate the desired 

results. You can’t just shoot a video and throw it on the YouTube site; you need to develop a 

plan.” (Miller, 2011) 

According to the opinion expressed in June this year by McKinsey representatives, in 

order to succeed in omnichannel marketing and sales (“effectively using big data and digital 

touch points to drive growth and reduce costs, while producing and managing a variety of 

content - catalogs, coupons, web pages, mobile apps, and user-generated content - in real time 

across multiple platforms to create breakthrough customer experiences”), companies have to 

http://www.ipa.co.uk/
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meet customer needs anytime, anywhere in today world where physical and virtual environments 

are rapidly converging, being a real need of “rethinking the analytics that inform companies’ 

segmentation strategies, the flow of the experiences they design, and the way they set up their 

internal operations for faster iteration and delivery of service.” (van Bommel, Edelman,and 

Ungerman, 2014)  

In an interview with McKinsey’s Luke Collins, David Edelman,(Edelman, 2014) 

coleader of McKinsey’s global digital marketing strategy group, explained the state of digital 

marketing. Luke Collins noted from the very beginning that: “The era of the traditional 

marketing campaign is ending… Few business functions have been as profoundly disrupted by 

digitization as marketing. The era of expensive campaigns pushing products through mass media 

has been upended, as consumers, empowered by information, are demanding more and more 

from the companies they choose to form relationships with.” The interview transcript revealed 

that what digital allows you to do is flip the current model around and say for almost anybody 

that is something about what the company has to offer that should be connecting with the 

customers, having something for each of the customers and creating that range of content and 

offers, in other words a very different model of marketing, facing particular challenges: an 

integrated customer-data warehouse; organizational impediments to getting people to work 

together (the customer’s journey: customers are on a cross-channel journey where they’re going 

to touch company’s mobile site, use their laptop, talk to somebody over the phone, go into a 

store) and acknowledge the fact that the mentioned channels are all going to have different roles; 

the right attitude and leadership (prioritizing the data; getting the right people from different 

functions to work together; and working on that rapid-cycle test and learn); the right technology 

backbone, and the capabilities underneath it in order to move the data to different channels and 

to take the prioritized data and bring that together, by doing both technology-wise, and from a 

customer-management perspective, recognizing (for senior leaders) that it’s about changing the 

way you’re operating (about using data, faster cycle times, more interactivity with more 

empowered customers).  

Conclusion  

At the end of August 2014 eMarketer argued that: “… time spent with mobile devices 

surpassed time spent with the desktop internet for the first time last year. This also means that we 

don’t so much “go online” anymore—we simply are online. And being always-connected means 

that not only are consumers reachable for marketers, they’re also always shopping”. (Ramsey, 

2014) There is no doubt that digital customer engagement became a top strategic priority, and 

companies must master relevant data flow and improve the performance of employees who are at 

the forefront in dealing with customers, the digitally transformation allowing step by step a 

closer connection with customers, and accordingly answer to the new requirements of the supply 

chain management. As the rules of engagement are changed by the digital lives of customers, 

Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) must confirm a more devoted personal attention and a more 

directly involvement in digital initiatives. Within this context, digital marketing needs to 
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effectively contribute both, to the building of an integrated customer-data warehouse, and to 

getting people to work together along the customer’s journey as a road map documenting the full 

experience.  
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